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MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS

ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS

I. Domicile

(i) The All India Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Test: An Indian
national can seek admission to a seat in a medical college in
any State through the All India Pre-Medical/Pre-
Dental Test conducted by the Central Board of Secondary
Education, New Delhi. The CBSE conducts this Test for
15% merit-based seats of the total intake capacity of State
Medical and Dental Colleges located in all states except Andhra
Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION

More than Twenty Thousand seats are available
every year in Indian Medical Colleges. The
entrance examinations are many and the
competition tough. Yet a bright and hardworking
student can be selected by several Medical
Colleges from which he/she can choose the one
he/she wants to attend.

A student can appear for several Entrance
Examinations in the same year. In fact, every year,
most of our students appear for two or more Entrance
Exams and are selected for admission by more than
one Medical College, from which they then choose
the Institution they want to join.
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 (ii) Other Medical Entrance Examinations: Further, there are
several Medical Colleges in which seats are open to Indian nationals
through Entrance Examinations, without any  domicile conditions.

(iii) In addition, a candidate satisfying the domicile conditions of a
State can compete for one of the State Medical seats. In most
cases, the selection is made through Entrance Examinations
conducted for this purpose.

Note: For more details please refer to the Handbook
of Medical Education published by and available from
the Association of Indian Universities, AIU House, 16
Kotla Marg, New Delhi 110 002.

* Based on the Information Bulletin issued by the CBSE for the All India Pm/Pd Test, 2005.

SPECIAL NOTE FOR CANDIDATES FROM
ANDHRA PRADESH AND JAMMU & KASHMIR*

Candidates belonging to Andhra Pradesh and Jammu &
Kashmir are not eligible for admission to the All India Pre-
Medical/Pre-Dental Entrance Examination. If they claim
eligibility they must submit an affidavit that:

(a) they are not eligible to seek admission to Medical
Colleges of Andhra Pradesh and Jammu &
Kashmir

or
(b) they are not domiciled in Andhra Pradesh or

Jammu & Kashmir.
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II. Conditions other than Domicile*
(i) The candidate must be an Indian national.

(ii) The candidate MUST have completed 17 years of age on or
before December 31st of the year commencing the prescribed
academic session of the said course.

(iii) The minimum qualification for admission to the first year of
the MBBS Course through Entrance Examinations is a pass
in the 12th standard of the 10+2 course, or the second year
of the PUC/Pre-Degree/Intermediate or equivalent exam with
Physics, Chemistry and Biology taken as special subjects
(electives or optionals).

In addition, candidates for admission to the Medical Course are required
by the examining authorities to have passed in the subjects of
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English individually and obtained
a minimum of 50% marks taken together in Physics, Chemistry
and Biology at the qualifying exam (40% in the case of SC/
ST/OBC candidates) and must have also come in the merit list
prepared as a result of a competitive entrance examination by securing
not less than 50% marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology taken
together (40% in the case of SC/ST/OBC candidates), whichever
forms the basis of admission to the Medical Course.

Some examining authorities stipulate higher minimum /aggregate
marks for English and for Physics, Chemistry and Biology taken
together.

The Syllabus and the Entrance Examinations
The Pm/Pd Test is now conducted in two phases: first, a single
objective-type Preliminary Test of 3 hours in April, with questions in
Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Students who qualify in the Preliminary
Test will then appear in the Final Exam in May, from which the Merit
List will be compiled. The Final Exam will consist of 2 subjective type
papers of 2 hours each - one paper in Physics & Chemistry and the
second paper in Biology.
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The general standard of the examinations is that of the 10+2 level. In
most of the entrance exams, the questions are of the objective-type, in
Physics, Chemistry and Biology (or Physics, Chemistry, Botany and
Zoology); some however, do also include short and long answer type
questions.
The Examinations are generally held between April and August. The
actual dates of the examinations, the syllabus prescribed, if any, and
other details are announced in the information bulletins for the
examinations issued by the respective Testing Authorities.
It is the student’s responsibility to watch for publication of these
bulletins and ensure compliance with all requirements of the
respective Entrance Examinations. Brilliant Tutorials does not
provide any application forms for Medical Entrance Examinations.

BRILLIANT’S PREPARATORY COURSES

Our Postal Courses for Medical Entrance Examinations have been an
outstanding success. They are integrated courses, well suited for the
All India Pm/Pd Test conducted by the CBSE and the Entrance Exams
of most of the major Medical Colleges in India including the MH-CET as
well as the medical segments of Karnataka CET, WBJEE and EAMCET
(A.P). This has been made possible by our Professors who study the
changing syllabi and patterns of examinations of the various medical
colleges, on an on-going basis and continuously review and revise the
lessons and exercises.
We offer the following courses:

(i) One-year Postal Course with Med.QB (Medical Question
Bank) and B.NET (Brilliant’s National Evaluation
Tests) One-year Test Series for Medical Entrance Exams
for students who have passed or are in Standard XII.

(ii) Med.QB (Medical Question Bank) with B.NET One-year
Test Series can be taken separately by students who have
passed or are in Std. XII.

(iii) A Two-Year Course: CBSE-PLUS – for students in
Std. XI.
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ONE-YEAR POSTAL COURSE WITH MED.QB
AND B.NET ONE-YEAR TEST SERIES

TOWARDS

MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, 2007

Useful for all Medical Entrance Examinations

The course material covers a wide syllabus. The worked examples, the
exercises, the Question Bank and the Self-Scorers help students to
prepare for various patterns of examinations. Our B.NET One-year
Test Series comprising 22 National Sit-down Tests and 23 Full-Syllabus
Postal Simulator Tests for Medical Entrance Exams gives the students
abundant practice for all Entrance Examinations in addition to the All
India Pm/Pd Test.

Enrolment

Enrolment for this course is open to all students who have passed Std.
XII or equivalent or are studying in Std XII. or equivalent in the
2006 - 2007 academic year.

Enrolment for the One-year Postal Course with Med.QB
(Medical Question Bank) and B.NET (Brilliant's National Evaluation
Tests) will open on January 01, 2006. Students can enrol at any time
convenient to them but are advised to join early, as it will give them more
time for study and revision of the course material.

Medium of Instruction

The course material is in the English medium, and only students who
can follow our lessons in English should apply for enrolment.
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Despatch of course material will begin in April 2006. Subsequent sets
will be sent at roughly monthly intervals. Material is normally sent by
Parcel Post or by private Courier Services.

Students who enrol after October 2006 will be sent all the material in
one lot.

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

Course Contents

This course teaches the subjects from fundamentals, drills students with
graded exercises, raises their morale through Contact Programmes, guides
them with periodic Postal Tests and evaluates them with B.NET, Brilliant’s
National Evaluation Tests for Medical Entrance.

The Course Material: Lessons and Assignments

The study material is presented in seven sets of lessons and assignments.
The theory notes are elaborate with topics fully explained and with a
number of objective questions and worked examples.

Each lesson is followed by an Assignment in two parts: A and B, containing
subjective/descriptive Questions and Objective Questions respectively.
The problems will initiate students into problem solving with exercises on
the specific topics covered in that lesson; Part B will be problems on par
with the All-India Pm/Pd Test standard objective questions.

The Assignments, given at the end of each lesson, in each of the three
subjects Physics, Chemistry, and Biology will help students understand the
subject, gain practice in solving short and long problems and become
familiar with the subject matter of the course.

The student should study the theory well, systematically work the assignments
and should then compare his/her working with the fully worked-out
solutions which will be provided in the subsequent set.

Working sheets of assignments should NOT be sent to us.
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Postal Tests

There will be 3 sets of Postal Tests modelled on the CBSE Pm/Pd
during the One-year Course: Each set of Tests will consist of three
papers: i. a 3 - hour objective paper with questions in Physics, Chemistry
and Biology. ii a two-hour subjective paper in Physics, Chemistry and
iii. a two-hour subjective paper in Biology.

These Tests will be sent with Sets 2, 4 and 6 respectively, and will
include topics covered in the preceding Sets. Solutions will be sent with
the subsequent Set.

Students should self-administer the Tests strictly under examination
conditions, and finish each paper in one sitting within the specified time
limit, without referring to the study materials.

MED.QB (MEDICAL QUESTION BANK) AND SELF  - SCORERS

Med.QB (Medical Question Bank)

Brilliant’s Question Bank for Medical Entrance will be issued as a part of
our One-year Course. This contains over 4000 objective and subjective
questions topic-wise in Physics, Chemistry and Biology, with keys and
explanatory notes for select questions.

Self - Scorers

The full syllabus Self-Scorers consist of 12 sets Test papers, each containing
200 objective questions in Physics, Chemistry and Biology with keys.
Students should attempt these as Home-based Tests within the specified
time-limit and assess their performance with the help of the keys given.

Ready Reference Compendium and Glossary

To help the students to solve/answer questions in the Question Bank, Self
Scorers and Simulator Test Papers, we provide a Ready Reference
Compendium, a collection of important formulae, equation and data in
Physics and Chemistry and a Glossary of terms in Biology.
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B.NET
BRILLIANT'S NATIONAL EVALUATION TESTS

FOR MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS
22 National Sit-down Tests

&
23 Full-Syllabus Medical Entrance Simulator Tests (home-based)

B.NET National Evaluation Tests and Part Tests
A total of six B.NET Progressive Tests will be conducted for our students.
All these are National Sit-down Tests conducted at various centres around
the country in August and October 2006.
These will be followed by six Part Tests in November and December 2006
and 10 B.NET Final Tests conducted in December 2006, January and
April 2007, conveniently after the Std. XII Board Exams and close to the
actual Medical Entrance Exams.
All the B.NET Sit-down Tests will be based on the CBSE pattern i.e. a
three hour Preliminary Test with Objective questions in Physics, Chemistry,
and Biology followed by a Final Exam of two 2-hour subjective papers
- Paper I in Physics and Chemistry and Paper II in Biology.
All the Tests will   be evaluated and every student who appears for these
Tests will be given his/her individual percentile score so that they will
know their relative performance against the national competition.

The Question Papers of these Tests will not be sent to students
who do not personally appear for the National Sit-Down Tests.

B.NET TEST CENTRES: Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Bangalore,
Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar, Bokaro Steel City, Chandigarh, Chennai,
Coimbatore, Dhanbad, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jabalpur, Jaipur,
Jamshedpur, Kochi, Kolkata, Kota, Lucknow, Mumbai, Nagpur,
New Delhi, Patna, Pune, Ranchi, Thiruvananthapuram and
Vishakapatnam.

Note: Percentile Score =
Total No. of  students who appeared in the Test

No. of  students who scored
equal to or less than you

x 100
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B.NET Progressive Evaluation Test
Exam Month

PET 1 Preliminary August 2006
PET 2 Paper I August 2006
PET 3 Paper II August 2006
PET 4 Preliminary October 2006
PET 5 Paper I October 2006
PET 6 Paper II October 2006

B.NET FINAL TEST SCHEDULE
 Exam Month

B.Net Final Test 1 Preliminary December 2006
B.Net Final Test 2 Paper I December 2006
B.Net Final Test 3 Paper II December 2006
B.Net Final Test 4 Preliminary January 2007
B.Net Final Test 5 Paper I January 2007
B.Net Final Test 6 Paper II January 2007
B.Net Final Test 7 Preliminary January 2007
B.Net Final Test 8 Preliminary April 2007
B.Net Final Test 9 Paper I April 2007
B.Net Final Test 10 Paper II April 2007

B.NET PART TESTS
Part Test 1 Preliminary November 2006
Part Test 2 Paper I November 2006
Part Test 3 Paper II November 2006
Part Test 4 Preliminary December 2006
Part Test 5 Paper I December 2006
Part Test 6 Paper II December 2006
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Full-Syllabus Medical Entrance Simulator Test Series (home-based)
Twenty three Sets of Full-Syllabus Test Papers, simulating the pattern of
CBSE’s All-India Pm/Pd Test (Prelim and Final), will be sent to students
enrolled in this course. Thirteen of these Sets will be sent with the seventh
set of course material and the last ten sets containing non-objective
questions, will be sent when we receive a photocopy of the student's Hall
Tickets clearly showing the Registration Numbers for the Medical Entrance
Examinations.

These Test Papers contain a total of 3000 questions. These last ten sets will
have 2 subjective papers of 2 hours each (i) Physics and Chemistry (ii)
Botany and Zoology, on the pattern of CBSE's Pm/Pd Final Exam.
These will meet the requirements of the Pm/Pd Final Exam, as well as that
of all other Entrance Examinations.

The keys to the Objective Papers and solutions to the problems to these
Test Papers will be sent with the Test Papers. The student should self-
administer each paper under strict examination conditions and should then
compare his/her answers with the keys provided.

This Full-Syllabus Test Series, together with the 10 Final National Sit-down
B.NET Series to be conducted in 27 cities between December 2006 and
May 2007, should enable students to face Medical Entrance 2007 with
supreme self-confidence.

Only students enrolled thirty days before the date of any Test will
be eligible to attend that Test.
CONTACT PROGRAMMES
There will be two Contact Programmes during this course at  which
our Professors will visit several Centres around the country, to meet
our postal students and provide them with a valuable opportunity to
discuss any difficulties they may have. Details of these programmes will
be sent to all enrolled students separately.

Contact Programmes will be held in: Bangalore, Bokaro Steel City,
Chandigarh, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kochi, Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai,
New Delhi, Patna and Ranchi.
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Contact Programmes and the B.NET Test Series

The Enrolment Form separately lists the Centres for our Contact
Programmes and the B.NET Tests. Students should indicate the Centre of
their choice separately for the Contact Programmes and the B.NET Test
Series.

No change in the Centre will normally be allowed. Any subsequent
change in the Centre allotted will be considered only in exceptional cases
and where the student applies to us in advance and receives our written
approval.

Details of dates and venues for the B.NET Series and Contact Programmes
will be mailed to students in advance.

Students may miss one or more of the Contact Programmes and/or Tests
in the B.NET Series, depending on their date of enrolment.

Doubt Letter Scheme

Our Professors’ services are readily available to clear students’ doubts
while studying our course material. Students are welcome to send to us,
in writing, their doubts, up to March 15th, 2007 even if our entire
course material was received much earlier.

Problems/Questions must be restricted to 5 in a letter and be well
within the examination syllabus. The source from which the problems
have been taken must be specified and student’s working sheets
enclosed along with the problems referred to us.

Doubt Letters which do not meet these specific conditions will
not be answered.

Note: In order to facilitate and speed up processing, please write
DOUBT LETTER – ATTN:ACADEMIC SECTION clearly on
the top of the cover. Please DO NOT combine Doubt Letters
with other types of correspondence.
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MEDICAL QUESTION BANK (MED.QB) COURSE
with B.NET ONE-YEAR TEST SERIES

FOR

MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS, 2007

Brilliant’s Med.QB with B.NET One-year Test Series is an integral
part of the One-year Postal Course for Medical Entrance, meant for Std. XII
students as well as those who have passed Std. XII. However, students can
also enrol separately for Med.QB with B.NET One-year Test Series. This
course does not contain any theory material.

Med.QB (Medical Question Bank)

The Question Bank with 4000 objective questions and subjective problems
in Physics, Chemistry and Biology, and the Self-Scorers comprising 12 sets
of Test Papers will help our students to prepare thoroughly for the Medical
Entrance Exam.

B.NET One-year Test Series

Students have the opportunity to take part in all our National Sit-down
Tests – 6 B.NET Progressive Tests, 6 Part Tests and ten B.NET Final Tests.
They will also receive 23 Full-Syllabus Postal Simulator Tests for Medical
Entrance Exams. These Tests will enable students to practise with the
proforma of answer scripts prescribed for the All India Pm/Pd Exams
conducted by the CBSE.

Details of Med.QB and B.NET are given on pages 7 - 10.

Students of Med.QB with B.NET One-year Test Series may correspond with
our Professors, if they have any difficulty while dealing with the problems of
the Question Bank. They are also eligible to attend our Contact Programmes.
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The Question Bank will be issued from September 2006. The First Set
containing the Question Bank will be despatched soon after enrolment or
in September 2006, whichever is later and the second, the Self-Scorers, will
be made available a month later, the total number of despatches being
three, including the special despatch of thirteen Full-Syllabus Medical
Entrance Simulator Test Series in January 2007. The final ten sets of
Test Papers will be sent after we receive the student's Registration Numbers
for the 2007 Medical Entrance Examinations.

A student who enrols for the One-year Postal Course need not enrol
separately for Med.QB with B.NET One-year Test Series separately; the
latter is included as part of the One-year Postal Course.

Course Fees

The fees for the One-year Postal Course with Med.QB and B.NET
One-year Test Series is Rs. 7470/- + Service Tax Rs. 923/-.
Total: Rs. 8393/-.

The fee for the Med.QB with B.NET One-year Test Series Course is
Rs. 4650/- + Service Tax Rs. 575/-. Total: Rs. 5225/-.

Requests for concessions in the fee beyond those given below, or for an
instalment facility, will not be entertained.

Note: The concessions detailed below are not additive i.e. a student
will be eligible for only one concession and will be awarded
the highest concession he/she qualifies for.
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FEES CONCESSION FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE IN STD. X PUBLIC EXAM

A Special 15% concession will be given to students who secure 75.0% or
above but below 90.0% as the average of the percentage of marks in
Science in the Std X Public Examination.
A concession of 30% of the Course fee will be awarded to students
who secure 90.0% or above, of the average of percentage of marks
obtained in Science in the Std.X Exam of any Board. The same
concession will also be offered to students who have qualified as NTS
Scholars in the National Talent Search Examination conducted at the
Std. X level by the NCERT, New Delhi, provided these students have
also secured a minimum of 80.0% of the average of the percentage of
marks in Science of the CBSE/ICSE or 85.0% or above of the average
of percentage of marks in Science in the Std. X exam of any Board.
If the Science subjects are mentioned individually, the percentages of the
marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology will be totalled for arriving at the
average of percentages.
One-year Course with Med.QB and B.NET

Fee Minimum average Course Service Total
Concession % of Marks Fee Tax Due

15% 75.0% Rs.6350/- Rs.785/-  Rs.7135/-
30% 90.0% Rs.5229/- Rs.646/-  Rs.5875/-

Med.QB with B.NET
15% 75.0% Rs.3953/- Rs.489/- Rs.4442/-
30% 90.0% Rs.3255/- Rs.402/- Rs.3657/-

The student applying for the concession should attach to the Enrolment
Form a clear photocopy of the mark sheet of the Std.X. Public
Examination, attested by a Gazetted Officer. If the mark sheet is in a
language other than English, a certified translation in English should also
be enclosed.
Please do not send the original marksheet – it will not be returned.
Students claiming the NTS Scholar concession should send an attested
copy of the Notification Letter from the NCERT, New Delhi.

Continuation of Page 13
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SPECIAL RECOGNITION FOR SCHOOL TOPPERS!

In special recognition of their achievement, Brilliant Tutorials is pleased
to offer a special 20% concession to those students who stand first,
second or third in their respective schools in the Std.X Board
Examination, provided they secure a minimum of 80.0% as the
average of the percentage of marks in Science in the Std. X Public
Examination of the CBSE/ICSE or 85.0% of other Boards. If the
Science subjects are mentioned individually, the percentages of the
marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology will be totalled for arriving at
the average of percentages.

The fee for these students will be:

Course Fees Service Tax Total Due
One-year Course with
Med.QB and B.NET Rs. 5976/- Rs. 739/-  Rs. 6715/-

Med.QB with B.NET Rs. 3720/- Rs. 460/-  Rs. 4180/-

To claim this special concession, the student must send us:

(a) A copy of his/her Std.X. Board Exam marksheet attested by a
Gazetted Officer. If the mark sheet is in a language other than English,  a
certified translation in English should also be attached.

(b) An original letter on school letterhead from the Principal of
the school from which the student appeared for the Board Exam
stating the student’s school rank in the Board Exam. This letter
must be signed only by the Principal (no other signature will be
accepted) and must be in the original (photostat copies will not
be accepted)

In all cases the decision of Brilliant Tutorials Pvt. Ltd., shall
be final.
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Summary of Brilliant’s Students
selected for admission to various Medical Colleges

following the 2005 Medical Entrance Exams

CBSE's Pm/Pd Test 280 Kerala Medical Colleges 49
Waiting List 183 Bharatiya Vidyapeeth 16

AFMC called for Interview 92 Haryana 53
(Final Selection) 14 Chandigarh CET 25
Waiting List 14 BHU Varanasi 6

Delhi PMT 66 Punjab PMT 13
AIIMS, New Delhi 16 MGIMS, Wardha 8
JIPMER 10 Waiting List 6

Waiting List 8 MH-CET 11
CMC, Vellore Manipal (MAHE) 180

(called for Interview) 26 Waiting List 29
(Final Selection) 14 West Bengal JEE 11
(Waiting List) 3 AMU Aligarh 17

Tamil Nadu (TNPCEE) 94 Waiting List 11
Karnataka Medical Colleges 14 Rajasthan 16
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PROCEDURE FOR ENROLMENT

The Student should send us:

1. The completed Enrolment Form with a passport size photograph
glued to the Enrolment Form in the allotted space.

2. Two additional signed copies of the passport size photograph
(preferably colour) enclosed with the Enrolment Form. One
photograph will be affixed to the Admit Card sent to the student
on enrolment. This Admit Card must be produced for admission
to the Contact Programmes and/or the B.NET Test Series.

Note: Enrolment Forms without the three photographs will not
be accepted. The Examination Superintendent at the venue of
the B.NET Test Series and the Manager of the Contact
Programmes reserve the right to refuse admission to any student
who does not produce his/her Admit Card.

3. The full Course Fee

Fee Remittance: The fees for the course should be remitted,
either by Money Order or Demand Draft, drawn in favour of
Brilliant Tutorials Pvt. Ltd., payable at Chennai.

Remittance by Money Order: The course for which the MO
is being sent as well as the student’s full postal address should
be indicated in the coupon.

The fee can also be paid in cash at our office in Chennai.

Fees once paid will not be adjusted or refunded under any
circumstances.

Students resident outside India should follow the remittance
instructions given on the Enrolment Form they receive.
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REQUESTS FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS ETC.

Normally we do not accept any advice for stoppage of
despatch of study material. Change of address, or, in exceptional
cases, stoppage or resumption of despatch etc. will be implemented
only if requested by a letter signed by the student. A photocopy of the
Admit Card (with the photograph visible) must be enclosed with the
letter. Telephone requests will not be honoured unless confirmed in
writing.

This policy is designed to prevent fraud and to safeguard the interests
of our genuine students.

Please allow 15 days from the date of receipt, for implementation
of the change

All matters are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in Chennai only.

Note: When calling to enquire about the status of your application,
 please have the following information ready:

• A copy of your application form

• D/D Number and Date (If Money Order, then MO
Receipt Number and Date)

• Issuing Bank / Post Office

• Mode of Despatch of application (Courier, Registered Post,
Speed Post, Ordinary Post)

• Date of Despatch

Please wait at least 15 days after date of despatch, before calling.
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Brilliant Tutorials takes pleasure in announcing a Prize Scheme for students enrolled
in our CBSE-PLUS, One-year Postal, Med.QB or Classroom Courses for Medical
Entrance Exams, securing top ranks in Medical Entrance Exams, 2007, wherever the
ranks are made public, as detailed below and subject to the conditions stipulated.
I. All India Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Test Conducted by the CBSE

Brilliant’s students who secure the All India
First Rank will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 50,000/-

Second Rank will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 25,000/-

Third Rank will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 10,000/-

Ranks 4 to 10 will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 5,000/- each

Ranks 11 to 100 will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 2,000/- each

Ranks 101 to 500 will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs. 1,000/- each

II. Other Medical Entrance Examinations: Brilliant’s Students, enrolled in our
CBSE-PLUS, One-year Postal, Med.QB or Classroom Courses for Medical
Entrance Exams, who secure the First Rank in Entrance Exams 2007, conducted
by other Testing Agencies will be awarded a Cash Prize of Rs.10,000/- each.
Where a common Medical Entrance Examination is conducted by a State Agency
for all Medical Colleges under its control, a Cash Prize of Rs. 10,000/- will be
awarded to the First Rank holder in the State.

All students should send us, by Registered Post, a photo copy of their Hall Tickets
for the 2007 Medical Entrance Exams that they plan to appear in, along with a copy
of the BT Admit Card with the photograph visible. Students who do not send us their
Registration Numbers before the Entrance Exams are conducted, will not be eligible
to claim the prize.
This Prize Scheme is applicable only to the All-India Ranks of General Category and
not to the Ranks under any group or reserved category such as SC, ST, Defence, etc.
Students enrolled with us and declared successful for admission to the MBBS Course
only will be eligible for this prize scheme and not students declared successful for other
branches like Ayurvedic, Homeopathic, Unnani Medicine etc.
A student who secures the First Rank in more than one Entrance Exam will be eligible
only for one Prize.
Students enrolled only in our Target:MBBS Course are not eligible under this Scheme.
The prize amount will be paid in Indian Rupees.
In case of a tie, the prize money will be divided.
In all cases, the decision of the Management of Brilliant Tutorials shall be final.

PRIZE SCHEME FOR
MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS, 2007
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DESPATCH SCHEDULE

Set 1 Lessons and Assignments

Set 2 Solutions to Assignments of Set 1
Lessons and Assignments
Test Paper I

Set 3 Solutions to Assignments of Set 2
Lessons and Assignments
Solutions to Test Paper I

Set 4 Solutions to Assignments of Set 3
Lessons and Assignments
Test Paper II

Set 5 Solutions to Assignments of Set 4
Lessons and Assignments
Solutions to Test Paper II

Set 6 Solutions to Assigments of Set 5
Lessons and Assignment
Test Paper III
Question Bank with Answers

Set 7 Solutions to Assignments of Set 6
Solutions to Test Paper III
Self Scorers with Keys - 12 Sets
Ready Reference Compendium in Physics,
Chemistry and Glossary of terms in Biology.
Simulator Test Series for CBSE's All India
Pm/Pd Exam - 13 Sets with Keys
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August 7, 2005
The course (CBSE-Plus) is an elaborate way to get the knowledge
systematically and it clears the concepts quickly. The course had the major
role in my overall success as many of the questions asked in PMTs were very
similar to those given in the course. But I really appreciated your Tests
which had a very good level and really made the brain prepared for tackling
problems. I am really impressed with your quality of material and I’d like
to advise every PMT aspirant to take your course.

Selected: Haryana PMT 1; Chandigarh CET 1; CBSE PMT 11;
Manipal (MAHE) 11; DPMT 18.

Mayank Sardana, MCBP0500571
July 11, 2005

The study material provided was good as it contained many things not
given in books. Both your course material and tests were great. The tests
were really helpful and helped me a lot to overcome examination phobia.
While taking the actual CBSE exam, I felt as if I was taking another BT test
and didn’t feel nervous.

Selected: Manipal (MAHE) 1; JIPMER 1; CBSE PMT 20; AIIMS
21; CMC (Ludhiana) 1; Called for Interview: AFMC

Japleen Kaur, MCBP0503028
July 24, 2005

Your course (CBSE-Plus) was of immense help especially for preparation
towards CBSE Exam. The reason for my good rank in CBSE can be
attributed largely to your Postal course. It was a complete and exhaustive
course, study of which thoroughly one could clear each and every exam.
The National Sit-down Tests were of immense help especially for
preparation of CBSE-Mains.

Selected : AFMC 2; Manipal (MAHE) 28; CBSE PMT 458
Satyan Nanda, MCBP0500943

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY ......
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July 8, 2005
Quality of the course material was excellent and was of high standard. It
was extremely useful. The Question Banks etc, given towards the end of
preparation were particularly useful. Brilliant’s material is one step ahead of
every other course.
Selected : Kerala CET 2; CBSE PMT 142; JIPMER 142. Called for
Interview: AFMC

Arjun Balachandran, MCBP0502201
July 12, 2005

It was the backbone of my preparation and helped me lot. The Biology
part is very good beyond any comparison.
Selected : CBSE PMT 55; JIPMER 24; AFMC 3; BHU (Prelim) 284

Avirup Guha, MCBP05002
July 23, 2005

The BT course material and tests were extremely helpful to me for
achieving success in all the examinations that I sat for. Extremely beneficial
were the tests sent in the end which helped in good revision. My consistent
score in those tests and in BT’s other tests increased my confidence.
Selected: AIIMS 31; CBSE PMT 7; Chandigarh CET 4; JIPMER 3.

Kriti Puri, MCBP0502912
July 21, 2005

An extremely good course. Almost a basic requirement for PMTs.
Extremely good, and as per my knowledge the strongest correspondence
course. My constant companions in my preparation. Over 75 to 85% of
the questions asked in various entrance exams can be answered if one is
thorough with the sets. Gives the extra edge to clear with top 10 ranks. It
is an excellent preparatory guide and I believe one can safely trust Brilliant
Tutorials with the responsibility of ensuring that one prepares well for an
entrance. I am a second-generation student of yours, as Brilliant has already
helped my dad into IIT-Madras.
Selected: AIIMS 4; JIPMER 8; Manipal (MAHE) 7; CBSE PMT 4

   Anand Venkatraman, MCBP0501177
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July 21, 2005
The course was quite helpful. It laid down fundamentals and basics. I
would like to thank Brilliant Tutorials for providing good material and
Tests.
Selected: JIPMER 5

  SriHari Deepak, MCBP0500074
July 23, 2005

Your course material and tests were very helpful in covering practically
every topic. The variety of questions was amazing. The material was very
condensed which helped in quick revision. The best thing I liked about
Brilliant’s course was that it touched certain topics and had certain questions
which were not taught to us by our teachers but came in exams. Towards
the end, the Question Bank and Test Papers sent by you offered quite a
variety of questions for solving. In addition to solving them they made me
confident about cracking PMT.
Selected: Chandigarh CET 6; CBSE PMT 99; Manipal (MAHE) 68

Mayank Kaushal, MCBP0500303
July 22, 2005

The course material provided exhaustive coverage for PMT syllabus. The
faculty were very good in clearing doubts and giving problem solving tips.
The Question Bank and Test Series were very helpful to gauge my
performance. The tests were of very good standard, simulating various
PMTs. This course is an indispensable part for any PMT preparation.
Selected: CBSE PMT 189; MGIMS (Wardha) 6

Smriti Panda, MCBP0500108
July 9, 2005

The study material provided was good and as they first explain the
concepts and then give the exercise along with it and answers in the next
booklet, it was really beneficial and built up every strong concept.
Selected: CBSE PMT 252; DPMT 171; Haryana PMT 7; Mahe 48;
MGIMS (Wardha); BHU (Prelim). Called for Interview: AFMC

Shipra Gandhi, MCBP0501218
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July 8, 2005
Course material is very elaborate and provides thorough study of the
syllabus. The notes provide a deep insight into the syllabus. The course is
sufficient to qualify in various pre-medical exams. It provided the right
guidance and necessary material for various pre-medical tests. A thorough
study of these courses gave necessary confidence to qualify the pre medical
exams.
This 2 Year correspondence course has proved very useful for my
preparations towards Medical Entrance Exams. A thorough study of your
syllabus is more than sufficient to qualify in any Medical Entrance Exam.
Brilliant’s CBSE Plus course is a complete course in itself which prepares
any medical aspirant to face toughest of challenges in various PMT Exams.
So, I strongly recommend this course for any medical aspirant to fulfill his
dreams.
Selected: CBSE PMT 8; DPMT 40; BHU 36; AMU 23;  Manipal 198.
Called for Interview: AFMC

Shantanu Singh Chauhan, MCBP0503577

July 8, 2005
Very well compiled and easily explained topics in all syllabus. Good
Practice material. Gives better preparation in lesser time.
Selected: DPMT 8; Haryana PMT 19; Manipal (MAHE) 34; BHU
(Prelim) 15

Aishwarya Kapur, MCBP0500476

July 8, 2005
The study material is complete in all respects. The solved problems help
clear the concepts. The QB is extensive. B.NET series provided an
evaluation of my All India standing. The BT correspondence course was
a very important part of my success and is an essential part of pre-medical
preparation.
Selected: CBSE PMT 35; DPMT 9. Called for Interview: AFMC

Tanush Gupta, MCBP0500892
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July 11, 2005
The course material was exhaustive at the same time precise. The Postal
Tests & B.NET Tests helped me keep a check on my preparation. The
assertion & reasoning (unit wise) given in each set were very helpful for
AIIMS. The course made me realize that I can attain what I dream. The
course made my concepts crystal clear and cleared the facts without any
loopholes. It exposed me to varied types of questions and problems which
helped me crack the toughest Entrance Exams. The course material
presents difficult things in a sublime, digestible manner especially Biology.
I didn’t need to refer other guides etc., for Biology as Brilliant covered
everything. Physics & Chemistry materials cover all the different types of
numericals in the world. Postal Tests & Simulator Tests were ultra tough
and prepared me for the worst. The B.NET tests were the ladders to my
success in CBSE PMT Mains.
Your course material is self sufficient, exhaustive, precise, presents concepts
in a sublime fashion and makes the concepts crystal clear. Brilliants is
indispensable for success in Entrance Exams. I vehemently recommend
this course for every hard working aspirant.
Selected: AIIMS 13; CBSE PMT 25; Kerala PMT 25.
Called for Interview: CMC (Vellore).

Ejas P Bava, MCBP0502094
July 9, 2005

The CBSE Plus course has helped quite a lot in my preparations for Medical
Entrance Exams. The Test Papers provided by you were a good high
standard and served as practice papers before the entrance exams.
Selected: Karnataka CET 5; JIPMER 13.

Vishakhadatta M. K, MCBP0503690
July 9, 2005

The quality of the material is excellent. The clarity of your explanations and
the way in which you state the laws deserves accolades. I have been
subscribing to Brilliant Tutorials from my Class IX on. Over these four
years each new book has surprised me with the lucidity of explanations and
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clarity of thought. It was entirely to the credit of these materials that I was
able to clear all the PMTs I attempted.
Selected: AFMC (Girls) 15; Kerala PMT 488.

Meenu. B, MCBP0400637, MT3P0000358
July 28, 2005

The quality of your course material is simply the best. Various tests were
of good quality. Practicing questions from study materials of BT made my
concepts clear. This is because of excellent collection of questions. The
course played a huge role in my overall success.
Selected: DPMT 45; Haryana PMT 8; MGIMS (Wardha) 9; CBSE
PMT 212; Manipal (MAHE) 122.

           Aman Deep, MCBP0502476
August 2, 2005

The Material was a good reference source to look up to. Ultimately, my
doubts found their solutions in the correspondence material. The test series
deserve a special mention. The subjective papers at sit-down tests were
good quality simulators for the final CBSE – PMT. The course had a
substantial role in my success.
Selected: Vardhaman Mahavir Medical College1; CBSE PMT 9;
AIIMS 31; Manipal (MAHE) 4

Prashant Gupta, MCBP0500030
July 29, 2005

The course helped to demarcate between what is important and what is not
and proved to be the backbone for my success.
Selected: BHU PMT 23; CBSE PMT 61; UPC PMT 36

Rahul Dixit, MCBP0400258
August 4, 2005

I strongly feel that Brilliant’s Correspondence course & Test Series are very
essential for a thorough preparation. They were completely competition
oriented. It has a great contribution to my success. It helped me to know
my drawbacks and the level of my preparation. I also became so used to
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giving such tests that giving the final entrance exams seemed to be another
test only. I am greatly indebted to Brilliant Tutorials for my success. The
Test Series and the text material helped me greatly throughout 2 years.

Selected: AIIMS 20; CBSE PMT 123; Manipal (MAHE) 9; Punjab
PMT 3. Called for Interview: AFMC

Riti Bhatia, MCBP0500600

August 4, 2005

The course helped me to know the extent of the very vast syllabus & gave
me a plethora of questions to practice. Postal, simulator & sit-down tests,
all of them helped me very much. As far as the quality of course material
goes, there is absolutely no doubt about it as it is the best. It was in these
Brilliant tests that I came to know my real position & provided me the spirit
to study even more harder. The course played a vital role in my overall
success.

Selected: Manipal (MAHE) 3; Punjab PMT 21; CBSE PMT 183.
Called for Interview: AFMC

Gaganpreet Singh Taneja, MCBP0501987

August 3, 2005

Course material is excellent and postal tests and sit-down tests are simply
superb as they provided quality questions and helped us to judge our
preparation. Study material is simply superb which helped one in developing
good concepts. The course is the best among all the available courses,
helping to clear the concepts in each and every topics and thus helping to
clear any exam. The course had a great role in my overall success as it helped
me in clearing my concepts in various topics. The questions provided
mainly for CBSE Main at the end were very good.

Selected: AIIMS 2; CBSE PMT 5; Rohtak 12; Manipal (MAHE) 26
Written Cleared: AFMC, AMU & BHU Prelim - Selected

Mayank Singhal, MCBP0500161


